Dear colleague,

You are invited to get acquainted with information service Integrum, which offers access to a great number of mass media from Russia and the CIS countries and convenient professional tools for search and monitoring of open information on companies, markets and people of the Russian Federation.

Integrum embraces full text versions of Russian newspapers and magazines (500 million documents in more than 7000 databases) including business publications (Kommersant, Rossijskaya business-gazeta, Expert, Business journal and many others); analytical researches and reviews; financial and economic news; address, reference and legal databases; latest news from Russian and international news agencies; documents provided by the Federal State Statistic Service, the Center of economic reforms under the Government of Russian Federation, the Interstate Statistical Committee of the Commonwealth of Independent States, the Russian Patent and Trade Mark Office (Rospatent).

Specialized tools of information search and analysis permit to solve a wide spectrum of professional tasks with which government institutions, news and analytical agencies, press-services of the modern companies and banks; economists, marketing specialists, journalists and political analysts are dealing nowadays.

You are offered to look through the information on profound analytical tools which facilitate Russian mass-media monitoring and professional research work.


With this tool customers can monitor the performance of competing companies, plan the volume and direction of investments, find new clients and partners. This service provides information about:

- duration and stability of potential partners;
- trends in deterioration of company financial state (reduction of fixed and circulating assets, reduction of the financial account);
- presence/absence of long-term business partners and their feedback on the partnership;
- presence/absence of fraud in the history of the enterprise or the past experience of managers;
- stability or change in the actual address, management or founders;
- presence/absence of judicial or administrative proceedings involving the study of the enterprise or its leaders;
- unauthorized use of credit funds, etc.

All data are regularly updated in line with the update frequency of the information sources.

Professional research tool «My Integrum» enables subscribers to trace the dynamics of publications in mass media of all objects of monitoring, view the proportion of positive and negative publications in form of graphs and diagrams, evaluate the readership of selected publications, review publications in mass media, etc.

If you wish to receive more detailed information on the Integrum services, as well as the subscription options, or free trial access, please contact us at support@integrumworld.com.